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THTMLForm library provides
all the functionality you need
to create a dynamically
generated HTML form. This
means that you are able to
have a control which shows
the dynamically generated
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information entered by the
user. Besides, the library is
versatile. It supports both
server and client side. In
addition, the library is fully
customizable, which enables
you to change the display of
information whenever you
need and where you need it.
Last, but not the least, the
library comes with easy to use
methods to get and set values
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in case your users need to
modify the information
entered. The following is a
detailed description of
THTMLForm. It provides the
following features: Dynamic
Runtime HTML Forms Full
Customization of Form
Parameters Easy to Use
JavaScript Text, Combobox,
Checkbox, Radio, Date,
Number, URL, Video or
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Image Control Page break
control for longer forms
Formatting for paragraphs,
line breaks, anchor, bold,
underline and indent Easy
access to values Client and
Server Side Support Full
Documentation Included
Typical Features Dynamic
Forms: One of the most
attractive features of
THTMLForm is that you can
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have a control on your website
which shows the dynamically
generated information entered
by the user. You can change
the way the information
appears using the available
parameters which are available
out-of-the-box. Mobile
Friendly Responsive Display:
THTMLForm works well on
all modern browsers including
all mobile devices such as
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tablets and smartphones. To
make sure the library works
perfectly on a mobile device,
the library provides a
responsive design. Cross
Browser Compatibility: The
library is fully browser
compatible. It has been tested
in chrome, firefox, edge,
safari and IE 11 on all the
different operating systems.
No matter what platform your
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users are accessing your
website using, it will work
without any issues. This means
that the library is optimized
and works fine even on older
devices with older browsers.
Full Documentation: The
library comes with a
comprehensive set of
documentation to help you get
the most out of it. You can
find this documentation in the
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community forum. In addition,
the documentation comes in
multiple language and
therefore, makes it easier for
you to use the library no
matter where you are
accessing it from. Full Source
Code: THTMLForm comes
with full source code.
Therefore, you can modify the
library to suit your needs and
build forms. You can even
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modify the code to develop
your own control
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Forms are relatively simple
HTML elements whose main
purpose is to gather
information. One way that
developers use these is to
collect customer data, for
instance. With a little coding
skill, you can design an elegant
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form that presents itself in
your desired style. A form is
generally a type of input that
supports a variety of input
types such as text, number,
date, color, and so on. Our
library provides HTML based
components that you can use
to add form elements such as
text area, text fields, drop
down, check boxes, radio
buttons, file upload, text area,
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text filed, listbox, calendar,
date time picker, alert, image
picker, file upload, lightbox,
button, gallery, scrollbox,
autocomplete, checkbox,
datetime picker, forum,
gravatar, light box, mmenu,
shortcode, progressbar,
responsive and so on. With the
integration of dynamic
runtime API, you can
dynamically add more form
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elements in the form as the
webpage loads. Our back-end
API allows you to generate
and dynamically add any kind
of form control to your
website or application.
Features: Support the dynamic
runtime JavaScript API as well
as the embedded HTML All
form elements are independent
of each other, which allows
you to add them to the page
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you need The HTML forms
are 100% customizable,
allowing you to change the
color, size, font, location, and
default values of each form
element Support different
form locations like top,
bottom, center, left, right, top
left, top right, left right, top,
bottom, center left, center,
center right, left top, right top,
and so on Support single-line
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and multi-line text fields, as
well as file upload option
Supports File input, File List,
File Select, File Button, File
Area, File Area, Radio, Radio
Button, Radio Group, Radio
Group, Radio Button, Color,
Select, Select Two, Select
Multiple, Select Multiple,
Select Multiple, File Upload,
Color, Text, Image, Switch,
Color, DIV, Image, Select,
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Text, Text, Text Area, Date,
Time, Number, Range, Color,
Checkbox, List, Number,
Select, Number, Number,
Checkbox, Color, Color,
Color, Font, Color, Color,
Color, Color, Color, Color,
Color, Color, Color, Color,
Image, Color, Color, Color,
Color, 09e8f5149f
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THTMLForm is a set of
components designed to make
this entire operation
considerably simpler. As you
would expect, the forms are
fully customizable and hence,
users accessing them can edit
them whenever they need to
change the information filled.
In case the forms are more
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specific and require more data
to send back accurate content,
then you can also add combo
boxes or datetimepicker input
controls. In addition, the
library supports quite a
handful of HTML formatting
tags, including, but not limited
to bold, underline, italic,
strikeout, anchor, font
specific, paragraph, linebreak,
indent, image or a float
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attribute for paragraph and
images. Last, but not least
important, the library comes
with easy methods to get and
set values so that users can just
select or type the desired
information without too much
hassle. Features: Easy to use,
just drop the form into your
theme Thoroughly tested with
some advanced applications,
e.g., Excel and Notepad
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Supports over 20 HTML
attributes, input type, classes
and ID Editor Friendly Editor:
There are different mode for
editing inputs in forms, for
example, single line mode, two
line mode or multiple line
mode. For single line mode,
users can only set the input
content when they need to add
one input, and this is only
possible in case users want to
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override the default input
content settings. For two line
mode, users can add two input
box at the same time, and
users can edit this two input
box’s properties as different.
However, users cannot edit the
default input content unless
they want to add a new input
value. Users can also start
editing with a full table. Users
will be able to change value of
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the each cell of the table
independently. There are
different forms, for example,
text input, date input,
password input or normal text
input. Moreover, users can
select the type of HTML tag
they need to use. There are
also editor methods for
specific HTML tags, such as
radio, checkbox, button or
textarea. Now, let’s look into
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the render method. We can see
that there is a function with
“render” in the method. This
function is responsible for
turning the raw HTML string
into a tidy and nicely
formatted HTML string.
THTMLForm Components:
Let’s take a look at some of
the components. There are
three types of controls. The
first type are text. These are
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like a regular textbox with no
What's New in the THTMLForm?

The THTMLForm component
allows you to generate HTML
form code using a simple dragn-drop interface. This is a
powerful tool to build dynamic
forms that simply won’t be
replicated using any other
HTML form engine. As such,
while THTMLForm has its
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own components, you can also
easily mix the components as
you want them. Although, the
built-in components are more
than enough to make this
component a must-have
component. You can use the
THTMLForm component to
fill out forms based on your
needs. Once you are done, you
can add different dropdown
boxes, textboxes, etc. to get
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the desired result.
Additionally, the component
also comes with its own eventdriven properties and
parameters to get the desired
control. THTMLForm also
comes with a setup wizard and
a free trial to make it easy to
use. Advanced components
included (When you purchase
the full package): *
THTMLForm component *
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Drag and drop UI Builder *
Form Wizard * Drag and Drop
UI Generation * Custom
Templates * Template File
Management System * Drag
and Drop Field Mapping *
Dropdown Menu Builder *
Mass Text and Date Editor *
Multiple Email Validation
(Email will be validated for
each input field) * Code
Snippet Manager * Basic
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Login Form * Basic
Registration Form * Form
Password * Password with twofactor authentication *
Captcha * Text Editor (This
includes the core features and
the basic HTML tags) * Split
Panel (For dividing different
sections of HTML. Helpful
when you have big form) *
Datepicker (For selecting
different dates) * Calendar
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(For selecting different
months) * Extended Calendar
(For selecting different weeks)
* Property Browser (For
altering HTML format to get
the desired result) * Date
Picker (Select different date)
* Number Picker (Select
different numbers) * Combo
Box (Select different values
based on the items in the list)
* Multiple Checkbox *
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Multiple Radio Box * Radio
Button * File Upload
(Supporting multiple files) *
File Manager (For adding,
editing, deleting, renaming,
resizing, converting,
encrypting, and uninstalling
files) * Image Browser (For
adding, editing, deleting,
resizing, and renaming
images) * Linebreak * Line
Number * Indent * Display
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Date * Editor * Center *
Radio Button with
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System Requirements For THTMLForm:

• Windows 7 or later • 1 GB
VRAM • Multitap enabled
gamepad • 1 USB port to
connect the gamepad • Save
game file size of at least 3MB
Controls: • Mouse & keyboard
(also used with controller) •
Press R (or O) to use • Press Y
(or I) to use • Press X (or H)
to exit to menu • Press Z (or
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W) to exit to menu (useful
when close to save
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